
Visit Mesa offers support to local and domestic travel and lifestyle 
editors, freelance writers, bloggers, photographers, and social 
media influencers visiting Arizona on assignment. Visit Mesa will 
curate individual press trips elevating awareness of the destination 
experiences and offerings included in this document. 

@V I S I T M E SA  /  # V I S I T M E SA

2022 - 2023
TOUR DATES & STORY IDEAS



WILD WEST  
FUN & ADVENTURE  
IN ARIZONA 
NOVEMBER 16 – 19, 2022

Before sunrise and after sunset, 
along the waters of the Tonto 
National Forest on Mesa’s northern 
border visitors can catch a glimpse 
of Arizona’s wild horse population. 
This tour will include this incredible 
experience, along with other 

iconic offerings exclusive to the Grand Canyon State. Our press tour will include a hot-
air balloon float at sunrise, a guided educational journey into the protected desert 
landscape with a hike along the Hieroglyphic Trail in the Superstition Wilderness 
where visitors will find ancient petroglyphs etched into granite boulders. Guests will 
also journey along the cactus-studded trails inside Usery Mountain Regional Park on 
mountain bikes and learn about Arizona’s indigenous flora and fauna. Glide along our 
waterways via kayak or paddleboard and explore Arizona’s rich Wild West history at 
Saguaro Lake Ranch and the many attractions along the historic Apache Trail. 

FOCUS: Outdoor and adventure enthusiasts. This tour features daily strenuous  
physical activity.

FEELING BUZZY: SWEET SPOTS ON  
MESA’S AWARD WINNING FRESH FOODIE TRAIL®

OCTOBER 23 - 26, 2022

Food, wine and travel writers and influencers are invited to meet Arizona farmers 
and beekeepers and participate in sweet epicurean experiences along the Fresh 
Foodie Trail®. Described by Budget Travel as the ‘culinary motherlode just outside 
Phoenix’ plan for a tailored honey extraction and hive-to-honey jar workshop at 
Freeman Farms focused on sustainability and how we can all do our part to save 
urban bee colonies, European pastry making class with ancient grains at Proof 
Bread, cold-pressed extra-virgin olive oils and the Fall olive harvest at Queen 
Creek Olive Mill, and even a sweet and spicy salsa and sauce tasting experience 
at Jalapeño Bucks where everything is made from scratch. Not to be missed are 
the sweet ciders from Arizona’s first and only cidery, Cider Corps. This tour will also 
feature a visit to the Pumpkin & Chili Party at Schnepf Farms and a guided tour on 
bio-intensive growing at Steadfast Farms at Eastmark. 

FOCUS: Sustainable tourism and eco-conscious travel writers and influencers.



WINE & ROSES  
VINTAGE GLAMPING
APRIL 16 – 20, 2023

Spring is eternal. The setting for this tour is 
Schnepf Farms, a 300-acre organic peach farm 
that now offers glamping in 1950s-era auto 
trailers. Overnight glamping can be paired 
with farm activities such as seasonal u-pick 
flowers and produce, bike rentals, and in-the-
kitchen baking demos at the Fresh From the 
Farm Bakery. Take a road trip to the nearby 
Windmill Winery for Arizona wine tasting and 
big red barnyard fun, meet the winemaker at 
Garage-East located inside Arizona’s craftsman 
collective, get creative with ‘claycation’ art 

studio class and stare into Arizona’s renowned dark skies with a guided astronomy 
course. Don’t miss the Southwest’s largest rose garden blooming with more than 9,000 
bushes. Celebrate the national flower and learn about this All-American-Rose-Selection 
test garden site.

FOCUS: Lifestyle contributors and writers, fashion bloggers and travel influencers.

REST & RENEWAL: A SONORAN DESERT RETREAT
JANUARY 15 - 19, 2023

Arizona has long been known for its healing and restorative properties. Immerse 
yourself into the warm winter promise of the Sonoran Desert and get ready to be 
recharged just in time for the new year ahead. This press tour will highlight how to 
heal from within with a focus on the wellness offerings along the Fresh Foodie Trail® 
including health and beauty lessons at the Queen Creek Olive Mill’s olive spa, beyond 
organic produce at True Garden Urban Farm, and explore Arizona wines at Agritopia. 
For Zen with a twist of fun, plan for dueling yoga experiences: one with goats and farm 
animals and cowboy yoga on the dancefloor. This tour will also include an outing with 
Meaning in Motion inside Mesa’s own Usery Mountain Regional Park as we set our 
personal goals and clear visions for the new year ahead. 

FOCUS: Health & Wellness content creators and writers.



Priority will be given to travel writers with advance, confirmed assignments and 
influencers with agreed-upon parameters for social coverage and posts covering 
Mesa, Arizona and our regional experiences. Media-rates are available for all tours 
upon request. Listed media, themes, and dates may change and all proposed 
activities are subject to availability. Participation is not guaranteed. All activities are 
subject to change at any time. Visit Mesa will work with the writer on supplemental 
story angles and alternate experiences. All in-bound clients must complete and sign 
a Media Assessment Form and Travel Liability Waiver prior to arrival in Mesa, Arizona.

AUTISM FAMILY TRAVEL PRESS TRIPS 

Mesa, Arizona is the first autism-certified city in the United States 
declared by the International Board of Credentialing and Continuing 
Education Standards (IBCCES). Mesa’s hospitality community is 
committed and ready to serve this growing market of jetsetters. Visit 

Mesa’s Communications team welcomes travel media on assignment to come and 
experience our offerings firsthand related to the ASD traveler, their needs and how 
our community is ready to provide a memorable vacation in the Sonoran Desert. Tours 
will highlight exclusive Visit Mesa programming developed for families traveling with 
children, teens or young adults on the spectrum and feature our autism-certified 
businesses including hotels, attractions, all Mesa parks and venues, all City of Mesa 
museums and more. Learn more at AUTISMTRAVELMESA.COM.
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